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Points of Departure
John M. Ward

I

was once informed by a young lady of my acquaintance that kissing a man without a moustache was like eating an egg without salt. Theater without music
could be described in much the same way, whether one has in mind Shakespeare
and Company's Globe or the King's Theatre in the Haymarket, the Hippodrome
or Masterpiece Theatre. For the sound of music or something like it has played a
part in every kind of theatrical activity from the "Quern quaeritus" to "Rumpole
of the Bailey."
Consider, for example, the third part of Henry Vi, a play no one would classify as
a musical; yet the text, as transmitted in the 1623 Folio, includes fifty-three cues for
sound, not ad libitum effects, but sounds essential to the acting of the play. Without
its .flourishes, marches, and alarums no Elizabethan acting company could have produced Shakespeare's play properly, if at all. A twentieth-century production might
omit most of the trumpet flourishes, since they no longer signify to us what they did
to an Elizabethan; but it is unlikely that the sound of a drum could be dispensed
with, for it still conveys to an audience the kind of information and serves the same
practical ends that it did in London at the end of the sixteenth century.
What happens at the juncture of the first two scenes of Act V of Shakespeare's
play illustrates what I have in mind. The first scene ends with King Edward and his
company on stage below, Warwick and his company aloft. The single cue for sound
is "March," presumably addressed to the drummers who entered with the five earls
earlier in the scene. Their "noise" accompanies the exiting of the two companies,
providing sound appropriate both to the action and the mood of the scene, and
incidentally serving to cover the noise of twenty-four or more actors trooping off
stage. At the beginning of the second scene, which follows the first without break,
the drummers, now no doubt situated in the tiring house, change patterns to
"alarums" and "excursions"; these mix with other sounds to represent the battle
begun off-stage. This medley of signals and noises ends with the re-entry of King
Edward "bringing forth Warwick wounded."
Whether acted by the King's Men or the Royal Shakespeare Company, the staging problems are the same: how to represent in a theater five armies, three above,
as though on the walls of Coventry, and two below, as though before the gates of
the city; how to get them off stage; and, once off-stage, how to represent their
fighting. The drummers stand proxy for the several hundred "extras" not physically present and for actions not witnessed. For a literal representation of a battle
one must tum to the cinema, for example, to the Agincourt scenes in the two versions of Henry V, where the film's realistic battles are, however, turned into makebelieve through the use of symphonic music.
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Wh;1t an Elizabethan audience actuJlly heard during the passage from one scene
to the next and during the battle we can only imagrne; the evidence is all verbal.
No notated scores-printed
or manuscript-of
what Engli-;h drummers played
survive, probably becJuse the patterns were rarely if ever written dmvn, but got by
rote and played from memory, in much the way of military drummers in later
times. We know the names of a handful of Elizabethan marches because they are
included in the petition of a drummer who sought a place in Queen Elizabeth's
service. "I can sownde," he claimed, the "englishe, allmaigne, flemishe, frenche,
Pyemount, highe Allmaigne, Gascoigne, Spanishe" and "the emperours'· march,
"besides all manner of Daunces and songes to be sownded on the Drumme with
the fyffe. " 1 No doubt, if required he could also sound "all points of warre. '' Our
knowledge of what must have been a large repertoire goes no further.
Whatever was played, the sound of the drums in 3 Hc11ry 171 can be described as
"music" only with a very Jome definition of the word: patterned sound would be a
more accurate description, JS it would be for what the trumpets provide in the same
play. These were not considered musical instruments in the si.'<:teenthcentury, just
as in this century church bells an: not usually considered to be in the same class of
instrnmcnts as the piano and trombone. And just as church bells arc rnng in traditional patterns associated with specific occasions in both real life and the theater, so
tnunpcts functioned in Elizabethan England, their me restricted to the military, the
highest nobility, and those acting companies m the service of one of the great lords
of the land; and the sounds made on them were circumscribed by tradition.
The role of trumpets in 3 Hc11ry VI is almost entirely limited to signalling the
entrance and exit of a king or, on two occasions, of a queen; theatrical practice
mirrored that of the Tudor court, for these trumpet flourishes were for an Elizabethan as much a commonplace as the order to rise given those in a courtroom at the
entrance and exit of a judge, to cite a parallel familiar to a television audience. A
trumpet flourish was not specific to a play, but to the etiquette of the action portrayed. And like the ritual with which it was associated, what the trumpets played
probably changed little if at all from one performance or theater to anothcr. 2
An exception to the fanfares announcing the cormngs and goings of the several
kings in 3 Hrnry VT is the "senet", which occurs but onCL', at the point in the first
scene of the play where King Henry names Richard, Duke of York, heir to the
throne. Here, again, we can only conjecture what kind of music the trumpets provided; sennet, like a number of other terms associated with the theater, is neither
defined nor described by any of Shakespeare's contemporaries; presumably it was
some sort of elaborated flourish.
A hint-it can be nothing more since it comes from Italy-of what a sermet may
have sounded like is furnished by the fanfare for an ensemble of tro111bc(that is,
trumpets) that heads the score of Monteverdi's opera, L'01feo, performed in
Mantua in 1607 (figurer). This brief"Toccata,"
as it is labelled in the score, does
not belong to the opera itself: the trol/lbc have nothing else to play in the work;
indeed, in the musical establishment of the Mantuan court the trumpet players
fanned a group apart from the other instrumentalists, just as they did at the court
of England; and the one piece the trumpeters play was perfom1ed three times
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Points of"Departme

"avanti il le var de la tela," that is, before the raising of the curtain. In other words,
the ''toccata" served the same end as the triple soundings of a trumpet before the
beginning of a play in one of the public theaters of Elizabethan London; the triple
thumps before the curtain is raised at the Comedic frarn;aise; the three playings of
a fanfare before the beginnning of each act of an opera being perfom1ed in the
Festspielhaus, Bayreuth; or the triple soundmgs of the hyoshigi (or k1) before each
part of the program at the Kabukiza in Tokyo: all are a practical means of getting
an audience seated, three being the number of soundings apparently required
world-wide (figure 2).
The trumpets heard in the Elizabethan theater were natural trumpets, capable of
producing only a limited number of different pitches, a mere handful compared
with those available on the trumpets of the present day; and the assigning of pitches
and the way the assigned pitches functioned within the ensemble were detennined
by the relationship between the players. It was a hierarchical relationship, like that
between the three or four performers on a Mexican marimba, to cite a contemporary parallel, where each player is restricted to a certain segment of the shared keyboard, the lead man producing the tune on the highest keys, while the other
players, according to their respective positions within the group, each provide a
segment of the accompaniment.
The English sennet, like the Monteverdi ''toccata," was probably a string of
trumpet commonplaces, of interchangeable short motifs and rhythmic patterns
capable of being repeated as often and varied as much as circumst:mces required; in
the words of Parkinson's Law, music that could last as long as the time available for
the playing of it.
Aside from the sennet-which
must have been a little like an illuminated initial
in the text of the performance-,
the music cues in J Henry VI are for patterned
sound-not
for music, properly speaking. For that one must look elsewhere: to
the dumb show in Hamlet, for example, which requires the only extended bit of
music in the play, though it does take a bit of searching to learn what kind it was.
The playtext comes to us in three distinct but related versions, each with a distinctive set of stage directions: the so-called "bad" quarto of I 603, which is conjectured to be based on an acting version; the so-called "good" quarto of I 605, which,
according to the title-page, was "newly imprinted and enlarged to almost as much
again as it was," and is conjectured by some editors to be based on Shakespeare's
draft; and the version of the 1623 Folio, thought to have been printed from a
prompt-book.
The "bad" quarto, like so many playtexts of the period, omits most of the cues
for sound, perhaps because they concerned stage business, not reader business. Its
text simply declares: ''Enter in a Dumbe Shew." Now a silent dumb show would
have been as much an anomaly as a silent silent film. Music of some sort invariably
accompanied dumb shows in the Elizabethan theater, so we must look elsewhere
for a hint of what sort it may have been.
At first the "good" quarto appears to provide the information sought. Its text
reads (ungrammatically): "The Trumpets sounds. Dumbe show followes." But
these "sounds" announce the entrance of the king in the dumb show, Shakespeare
observing theatrical convention in the play-within-a-play.
(Trumpets announced
Tudor and Stuart monarchs on stage and in real life in much the way "Hail to the
Chief" greets the President of the United States on formal occasions.) Accompanying the rest of the dumb show with the sounding of trumpets would have been
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as out of character as accompanying it with pipe and tabor or bagpipe, instruments,
like the trumpet, that were associated with specific kinds of activity.
The appropriate cue for the dumb show is found in the 1623 Folio, where the
text reads: "Hoboyes play. The dumbe show enters." Theatrical convention required instrumental music, and pantomimed action (like that in Hamlet) called for
hoboyes, a type of instrument-really
a family of instruments, ancestors of the
present-day oboe and bassoon-as situation-specific as trumpets were in the public
theaters of the 1 590s. A match for the trumpet in sound 3 , hoboyes played loud
music; in other plays of the period they accompanied wedding scenes, banquets,
and coronations, as well as dumb shows.
From one point of view, the hoboye is a curious choice of instrument to accompany a series of actions that begins with an amorous encounter between king and
queen, lead, to the murder of the king as he sleeps, and end, with an amorous encounter between murderer and widow. For the dumb show in Olivier's film of
Hamlet, William Walton provided music that duplicates the stage action in sonic
tenns: sprightly sound~ for dalliance, creepy sounds for villainy, change of dynamics,
instrument,, and melody to suit each action, in just the way piano players used to
match music to the silent films they accompanied. The hoboye's loud music appears
not to have matched the action, but instead ritualized it, robbed it of expressive
content, set it off from the real action to follow by being so antipathetic in mood.
What kind ofloud music the hoboycs actually played we can only guess, for we
are as little informed about music for the dumb show as for flourishes and sennets.
Elizabethan stage instrumentalists probably had, as did movie-house pianists at the
beginning of this century, a ready supply of music and sound effects appropriate for
the basic types of stage action likely to be encountered during a season's schedule
of plays, includmg music typical, if not traditional, for dumb-shows; nothing specific to Hamlet or any other play, but probably as stereotyped as the K yd-like, Spanish Tragedy-like dialogue that differentiates the dumb show from the rest of
Shakespeare's play.
Practical considerations make this likely. Acting companies produced a different
play each acting day, most of which required music of some sort, much of it, like
that in 3 Henry VI and Hamlet, sonic wallpaper. It is unlikely that a house composer-assuming
there was one, which I doubt-composed
fresh flourishes and
sennets for each play requiring them and new music for each dumb show.
Moreover, the fifteen flourishes and as many alarums scattered through J Henry VI
did not need to mean, only to be, to paraphrase Mr. Macleish; their purpose was
representational. None can have been a substantial piece, for there wasn't time in
this long play for any but the most perfunctory of fanfares and military signals. And
whatever the tiring-house musicians played, it would have been as familiar to the
habitual theater-goer of the day as the playing of a bit of "taps" or "reveille" to a
movie-goer in this century.
I suspect stage musicians in the public theaters of the r 590s drew on and in part
shared a repertory of orally-transmitted,
ready-made patterns: signals borrowed
from the military, as unalterable as the bugle calls one hears on soundtracks for cinematic encounters between Indians and the am1ed forces of the United States or
Great Britain, whichever film it happens to be; music borrowed from or patterned
J
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after that of the world outside the theater and associated with similar dramatic situations; other bits and pieces patched together from whatever the repertory included
when an unusual effect was required, like the "Music of the hautboys ... under
the stage," in Anthony and Cleopatra, IV, iii. Textbook examples of this old practice
can be heard any night on the PBS radio newspaper, "All Things Considered":
recurrent flourishes for regular features, bits borrowed from whatever kind of music
complements one of the day's stories, other bits invented on the synthesizer, pieces
of sound whose chief purpose is to keep things moving and to segue smoothly from
one news story to the next. And all of this musical activity, like the drumming in
3 Henry VI and the music of hoboyes in Hamlet, is tailored to fit the requirements
of the moment, including the accidents of performance. Such Gebrauchsmusik is
sonic material for use, music to be heard not listened to, like costumes to be seen
not looked at.
For music in its own right we must look elsewhere, to the singing of "Who is
Sylvia" by an unnamed musician in Act IV of The Two Gentlemen of Verona. Even
the two characters on stage view the event as though it were a concert, the one
promising the other that he will hear music, then enquiring after the performance
whether the song pleased; for a time the two characters talk a little like music critics. Nothing competes with the singing, actors and audience are given nothing else
to listen to while the song is being performed. Yet the song is central to the action
and the identity of Sylvia crucial to the situation.
Most of the sound cues discussed thus far counterfeit musical practices of the
real world; this even includes the song in The Two Gentlemen C!fVerona, for communication sometimes took a musical form in Elizabethan life, as when, we are
told, the Earl of Essex, once more out of favor with Elizabeth, "chose to evaporate
his thoughts in a Sonnet (being his common way) to be sung before the Queene." 4
Quite different is the dirge sung over the body of the supposedly dead Imogen
by the two princes in the fourth act of Cymbeline (figure 3); not a snatch of popular
song, like the one sung by the grave-digger in Hamlet, or those by the demented
Ophelia, but a set piece of four stanzas shared by the two men. Nothing comparable is like to have occurred outside the theater in all of sixteenth-century England: the singing takes place before an outlaw's cave in the Welsh mountains, and
the singers are not musicians, but actors who otherwise speak their lines. No doubt
they were accompanied by unseen instrumentalists, as Bob Hope and Bing Crosby
so often were when they performed a duet on the road to some exotic place. For
the scene in Cymbeline belongs to the world in which art imitates art, exemplifies
that intermingling of music, mime, dance, and drama characteristic of so much
English theater throughout its history, at times taking on the aspect, not of a moustache, but of a beard, as in the Stuart masque, the so-called "English opera," the
semi-opera, pantomime, melodrama, operetta, and in this century the musical comedy, and the musical. Wherefore, at various times during these years, a playwright
was like to complain as Thomas Dutton did: "music, when carried to excess, and
made an object of primary, instead of secondary concern, has an infallible tendency
to enervate and debauch the mind." 5 In the pages that follow my colleagues provide illustrations of other ways in which the legitimate theater has been seduced by
the sound of bits and pieces of music.
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